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Abstract

The changes that occur during the software development process is rapid. Hence software has to undergo modification frequently. Due to this modification, the cost for testing increases due to repetitive retesting. This retesting process is called as the regression testing. Modification made in the single test case will make the side effect in all other related test cases. In order to overcome this problem all the test cases have to be retested again and again whenever the changes are incorporated in the software. But testing all the test cases is time consuming and will also increase the cost of testing. To address this problem, this work focuses on providing priority to the test cases. Test case which had more effect to changes is assigned with higher priority and the test case which had the less effect to changes is assigned lower priority. For test case prioritization, we employ m-ACO (Modified Ant colony optimization) method. Test case prioritization is done in two ways namely “Triangle classification problem” and “Quadratic Equation Problem”. Flow of the data in the test case is done by Genetic Algorithm. This identifies the changed code in the program under test. It identifies both indirectly and directly affected def-use association in the modified part of the software by using forward walk algorithm and backward walk algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Automation and need for software tools is drastically increasing in the current scenario. Most of the services are automated with computer software. Hence more skills are essential to architect the software and test it. But regressive testing process requires skill, time, effort and cost. Many research techniques are proposed to reduce the time and cost encountered in retesting process. Test case prioritization is an effective way to manage the test suite by appropriately scheduling the order of executing the test cases. The test suite prioritization is an important phase in regression testing, which rearranges the execution sequence of the test cases to detect the faults early with minimum effort [4] [5]. Kamna Solanki et al have reported test case prioritization technique by employing modified Ant colony optimization algorithm [1]. Their method alters the selection behaviour of the food sources by ants. After selection with prioritization, test cases are tested based on data flow in the modified test case. Dataflow analysis is done using genetic algorithm. It determines directly and indirectly affected def-use associations in the changed portion of the software by using backward walk and forward walk algorithm.

2. Literature review

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [20] is a meta-heuristic approach utilized for comprehending combinatorial streamlining issues. It has been effectively used to take care of numerous tricky optimi-

zations issue. Simulated ants are effectively connected to yield a respectable amount of provisions, prompting universe class exhibitions for issues such as vehicle routing, quadratic assignment, scheduling, successive ordering, directing to web like networks and more. Li et al [14] connected different meta-heuristics to experiment prioritization, mound climbing algorithm, hereditary algorithm and greedy algorithm. Rothermel et al. [3] attended to the issues identified with prioritization for expansive programming improvement situations. He settled down on an experimental study for analysing the effect about the measure of decrease in test suite and identified the shortcomings. Walcott et al. [21] recommended algorithm with calculation greedy, additional greedy, 2-optimal, mound climbing and hereditary calculation for experiment streamlining. They acknowledged those taking into account three scope measurements independently (three solitary destination approaches): Average Percentage Block Coverage (APBC), Average Percentage Decision Coverage (APDC) and Average Percentage Coverage Statement (APCS). Their work reported that hereditary calculation will be superior to others for smaller projects and extra greedy, two-optimal algorithm are suited for large projects.

Singh et al. [1] exhibit a methodology of experiment prioritization issue dependent upon run time duration. The suggested ACO built calculation thinks of n ants, the place n specifies about test situations. The introductory vertebrate fossil science is decided haphazardly and the edges of the chart will be secured would haphazardly picked by those ants around ones Hosting greatest pheromone.
3. Objective
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On the premise about gap recognized from literature review, the targets for this work are:
- To review and understand the variety of presented technique for test case prioritization.
- To experiment Ant Colony Optimization technique for test case prioritization.
- To generate the test data by using Genetic algorithm
- To propose agenda for test case prioritization based on statement coverage using ACO algorithm and to test with data generated using Genetic Algorithm

4. Prioritization techniques

The m-ACO test case prioritizations are explained as follows [1].

a) m-ACO

m-ACO method is a technique employed to solve the test case prioritization problem. If there are ‘n’ test cases in the original test suite ‘T’ comprising of ‘m’ faults, we assure that number of modified ants in equal number of test cases for solution generation. Let ‘T’ indicate the i-th test case in the test suite ‘T’. The probability of test case sequences is indicated as S_k for k-1 test cases selected after modification. First n modified ants are placed in alternative test sequence ‘S_i’. Fig. 1 shows the m-ACO model for test case prioritization.

![Fig. 1: M-ACO Model for Test Case Prioritization.](image)

Fig. 2 describes how the real ants select the kind of food source which comes across randomly, while modified ant moves randomly and selects only those food source that are unique. Actually natural ants will always select the food source which is at shortest distance until it finishes food. Here by using m-ACO concept we are making the ants to select the foods that are of good quality located at the nearest site.

By adopting this concept, test case nodes are selected randomly by each of the modified ants in next sequence, until all faults are found by every modified ant.

![Fig. 2: Food Source Selection Behaviour of Natural and Modified Ants.](image)

b) Evaluation based on experiment by using m-ACO technique

The proposed m-ACO technique for test case prioritization has been experimentally evaluated using two case studies reported in [5]. Two parameters that are considered for experimental evaluation are
- Average Percentage of Fault Detection [APFD]
- Percentage of Test suite Required for complete fault coverage [PTR]

APFD is used to identify the maximum fault detection rate by using a combination of test suites. The Average Percentage Fault detection is expressed as

\[
APFD = 1 - \left( \frac{TF_1 + TF_2 + \cdots + TF_m}{mn} \right) + \frac{1}{2n}
\]

Where ‘T’ is the test suites that need to be evaluated, ‘m’ represents the number of faults in an application under test and ‘n’ represents the total number of test cases in the test suite. TF represents the location of the i-th test case in test suite ‘T’ that reveals the fault ‘f_i’. PTR is used to measure the effectiveness of the test case prioritization technique. If PTR value is low then, it is a better prioritization technique.

\[
PTR = \frac{NTCFC}{n} \times 100
\]

Where NTCFC represents the number of test cases needed for complete fault coverage.

c) Triangle classifier problem

Triangle classifier problem takes three sides of a triangle as an input and classifies the triangle as equilateral or scalene or isosceles triangle or not a triangle based on the input [1].

The sample test suite taken for triangle classifier problem comprises of 17 test cases in sequence \{T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16, T17\} and 6 faults \{f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6\}. Table 1 refers the test suite for triangle problem with Execution Time (ET).

| Table 1: Faults Detected by Test Suite for “Triangle Classifier Problem” |
|-----------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| f1  | f2  | f3  | f4  | f5  | f6  | ET  |
| T1  | *   |   * | *   |    |    | 5   |
| T2  | *   |   * | *   |    |    | 2   |
| T3  | *   |   * | *   | *   |    | 3   |
| T4  | *   | *   | *   | *   |    | 5   |
| T5  | *   |   * | *   | *   |    | 4   |
| T6  | *   |   * | *   |    |    | 3   |
| T7  | *   |   * |   * |    |    | 6   |
| T8  | *   |   * | *   |    |    | 4   |
| T9  | *   | *   | *   |    |    | 5   |
| T10 | *   | *   |   * |    |    | 3   |
| T11 | *   | *   | *   | *   |    | 8   |
| T12 | *   | *   | *   |    |    | 4   |
| T13 | *   | *   |   * |    |    | 6   |
| T14 | *   | *   |   * |    |    | 3   |
| T15 | *   | *   | *   |    |    | 2   |
| T16 | *   | *   |   * |    |    | 3   |
| T17 | *   | *   |   * |    |    | 5   |

After prioritization we attain the following result sequence as \{T5-T2-T1-T3-T4-T6-T7-T17-T8-T9-T12-T15-T16-T10-T13-T14-T11\} with an APFD value of 0.96 which is high compared to random sequence prioritization.

d) Quadratic Equation Problem

It is the famous software testing problems which takes the three variables of the equation as input and may produce the real roots or equal roots or imaginary roots. A simple test suite for quadratic equation problem comprises of 19 test cases in sequence \{T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16, T17, T18, T19\} and 9 faults named \{f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9\}.
The above mentioned test was executed using m-ACO, the generated result test sequence attained is as follows \{T9,T7,T2,T1,T5,T6,T12,T11,T14,T16,T19,T13, T17,T18,T8\} with an APFD value of 0.92.

e) Genetic Algorithm based test data generation.

The test-data generation using genetic algorithm is explained as follows:

i) Representation
The algorithm is represented by using a binary vector as a DNA and a Gene [chromosomes] to represent the input variable x for the program.

ii) Initial population
The algorithm randomly generates POPSIZE m-bit strings for representing the initial population size. The POPSIZE value is determined by conducting the experiment. Each chromosome is converted to a K decimal value representing the values of T1,...,Tn.

iii) Evaluation Function
Algorithm evaluates the test cases \{T1,...,Tn\} by program execution with its input and it records the def-use paths in the program that are covered by this test case. The fitness value of each chromosome \(v_i\) is calculated as given below:

\[
\text{Fitness value } (V_i) = \frac{\text{No. of def- use path covered by } v_i}{\text{Total No. of def- use path}}
\]

The test case which is represented by the chromosome \(v_i\) is considered effective if its fitness value \((V_i) > 0\).

iv) Selection
The selection of the test case is done by prioritization of test case by using the two methods namely triangle classification problem and quadratic equation problem.

v) Recombination
Here the algorithm uses two operators namely crossover and mutation.

5. Experiment and result

In this section first prioritization is done based on the Triangle based problem and Quadratic equation problem. After prioritizing the test cases we will consider the following phases

i) Analysis & instrumentation phase.

ii) Affected def-use-pair generation phase.

iii) Test data generation phase.

iv) Experiment 1
v) Experiment 2
In the second experiment the test cases are prioritized using Quadratic equation problem method with the data generation process done using Genetic Algorithm (GA). Here also GA is used twice, the first time to get test data needed to cover all def-use pairs, and second time to get test data to cover the faulty def-use pairs. Table 4 given below represents the input test cases, number of defuse pairs to be covered, number of generations and def-use coverage.

Table 4: Represents the Results of the Regression Testing Using GA for Test Cases Prioritized Using “Quadratic Equation Problem”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case after prioritization</th>
<th>No. Of Def-use pairs to be covered</th>
<th>No of Generation</th>
<th>Def-use coverage %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T14</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: Reduction Percentage of Def-Use and GA Generation.

Fig. 6: No. of Def-Use Pairs in Each Test Cases.

Fig. 7: No. of Required Generation.

Fig. 8: Reduction Percentage of Def-Use and GA Generation.

From both the experiments we infer that the coverage percentage of fault def-use path by using GA is higher than the random path coverage. This is due to the fact that path coverage efficiency improves drastically because of test case prioritization.

6. Conclusion and future work

This paper presents an approach which employs test case prioritization with data generation for modified test case using GA. It can be used for both the object oriented programs and structural programs. First process prioritizes the test cases based on faults that occurred in the test case using triangle classifier problem method. After prioritization, fault occurred def-use paths are tested by using the test data generated by GA. Second process prioritizes the test cases based on faults that occurred in the test case using quadratic equation problem method. After prioritization, fault occurred def-use paths are tested by using the test data generated by GA. The results reveal that def-use coverage percentage has been increased drastically.

In future the experiment can be done by using clustering method which separates the wanted test cases from the unwanted ones before prioritization.
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